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Plein Air in Oils 

!  
April Come (She Will), 8” x 8,” plein air oil on canvas board, 2015 

I try to teach the fundamental techniques needed to develop your own path as an artist. You learn from 
explanatory demos that show how it’s done and then you do it yourself with my one-on-one help. I encourage my 
students to paint the way things feel, which is different from the way they look, and to take in as much art as 
humanly possible, both online and in person and figure out what lay behind the choices those artists made. I 
believe in a direct, intuitive approach to art-making rooted as much in spontaneity and expression as in the history 
and traditions of western art.  I want to help my students develop a “love of the hunt” that is painting, which also 
means to begin a personal journey of self-discovery. I want to lay the foundation for intuitive, expressive painting 
that is fun and feels like yours. Of course, good formal techniques are essential to meaningful expression, and we 
do discuss perspective, value, color, space, light, line, modeling, mixing, brushwork, composition, et al. But, 
ultimately I believe, clear imaginative vision invents its own technique anyway. 

Materials & Equipment 

*Equipment rental (paint, brushes, canvases, portable easel) available through the artist for $25 fee. 

SHORT LIST (all is explained in detail below) 

1. Portable sketching easel (aka “French easel,” aka “pochade”) 
2. Canvas boards, hardboard, wood panels, or stretched canvases, 8x8, 8x10, 10x10, up to about 12x16 
3. Can or jar of odorless paint thinner or non-toxic turpentine for washing brushes & cleanup.  
4. Oil paint – see below for specifics. At minimum you need: red, yellow, blue, white. 
5. Brushes & knife – your preference and/or cheap hardware store brushes (see below) + knife 
6. Palette – a mixing surface that should come with your pochade kit 
7. Paper Towels or Cotton Rags  
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8. Something to carry your paintings home in. They’ll be wet! See below for suggestions. 

ADDITIONAL GEAR FOR PLEIN AIR PAINTING 
• Comfortable hiking shoes 
• OLD, Layered Clothes 
• Folding stool (optional) 
• Sunscreen 
• Bug repellant 
• Hat with brim 
• Water Bottle 
• Small White Umbrella (personally I don’t use one, but I promise not to make fun of you if you do). 
• B pencil or charcoal and sketchbook (very optional – I almost never use them but they can be nice to have 

handy for working out compositions before you commit).  

DETAILED LIST of Materials & Equipment 

1. Portable Easel – If you can get used to them, the plain wooden folding French easels (search online for 
“French easel”) can serve you pretty well. I use one, only it’s a “half pochade” with backpack straps, so 
it’s lighter and even more portable, though a little less stable in the field. You can also use a paintbox 

mounted on a tripod, such as the Alla Prima, Guerrilla Painter, or OpenBox 
M boxes. I do have two or three plein air pochades available for student use - 
contact me, first come first served! 

2.Canvas etc. 
•Bring at least one medium-sized  (8x8, 8×10, to 12×16) panel or canvas for 
each studio or plain-air session.* 
•Have a few itty bitty (5×7, 6×8, 8x8) panels or something handy for possible 
warm-ups and color sketches. 
•      I’ve been liking square format supports of late, as, having neither 
“portrait” nor “landscape” orientation, they encourage intuitive abstract 
design. Can’t hurt to have a couple on hand. 

*I often use cheap canvas panels for plein air work and either “gallery wrapped” canvas or linen for larger 
work. I’ve been known to make my own linen panels by mounting Claussen’s #13 triple oil-primed 
Belgian linen to Baltic birch or hardboard panels or even foam-core (or better yet gator-board) cut to size.  

3. Thinner / Cleaning Solvent: I favor Mona Lisa Odorless Mineral Spirits in the studio and pure, artist-
grade turpentine (NOT available in a hardware store) when I’m working outside. If you want a completely 
solvent-free system, try plant-based oils (walnut oil, linseed or cooking-grade safflower oil) for cleaning 
brushes. Gamblin’s Gamsol is said to be unable to non-toxic as it cannot penetrate healthy skin. 

4. Oil Paint 
My basic palette: 
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• Titanium White (large tube) 
• Permanent Alizarin Crimson (red) 
• Cadmium Yellow Light (for occasional use SPARINGLY!) 
• Ultramarine Blue 
• Burnt Umber (though I also mix my own browns) 
• Yellow Ochre 
• Titanium White 

Additional colors nice to have: Cerulean (“sky”) Blue, Cobalt Blue, Cadmium Red, Lemon Yellow (or 
Cad Yellow Light, and Viridian.  

5. Brushes & Knives 
• These days, outdoors I primarily paint with 1/2″ and a 1″- 2” chip brushes (cheap, 

disposable hardware store bristle brushes) and my palette knife, but I do keep other brushes on 
hand for special uses, including a liner or “rigger” and a medium-sized filbert.  

• I very often use a combination of brush and knife in my work. Get a palette knife like the one I 
use, with a long, rectangular blade that’s squared off at the end. I use it for mixing and as well 
as for painting(it’s also called a “painting knife”). Any size or shape of knife will do fine, but this 
particular type is key to painting in my style if that’s your interest, and it’s the only thing you can’t 
get at Michaels or AC Moore. You’ll have to order this from dickblick.com (blue comfort grip 
03103-1081 – style “081”) I’ll lend you one until you get your own. 

#  

6. Palette – a surface on which to mix your colors. Your pochade should come with one. If not, I recommend 
good old-fashioned wood. I strongly recommend against using disposable palette paper outdoors unless 
you’ve got a good, tried-and-true system with tape or something. 

7. Paper Towels – I use the blue paper “shop towels” from hardware stores. They’re more absorbent, more 
durable, and less expensive than the supermarket type. If you go the rag route, make sure you’re using 
cotton as it’s more absorbent than the poly blends. 
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8. Wet painting carrier – You’ll want something to get your wet paintings home in (pizza boxes work well 

but you can also buy clips, strips, and even very nice wooden wet paint carriers. I have a large flat 
cardboard box in the trunk of my car. I’ve been known to arrange wet paintings in various places all over 
my car, in fact. But I drive a beater, so your mileage may vary. 

9. Drying Medium & Other Mediums – Not at all essential but Winsor & Newton’s “Liquin,” when mixed 
into your paint, will dry paintings over night if they’re kept in a warm place (i.e., inside, not out in your 
car).  See below for more info.  

An Additional Note on Mediums 
Outdoors I paint alla prima, that is, mostly directly and in layers wet-on-wet with no medium at all, so if you’re a 
beginner don’t worry about it. As you figure out what kind of painter you are, you’ll discover the uses of mediums 
such as linseed or poppy oil to create different effects in different kinds of work.  

If you want your paintings to dry quickly (oils without medium take 3-5 days to dry to the touch), I use Gamblin’s 
“Galkyd,” a viscous drying medium that speeds up the drying time and also imparts a mild gloss to the finished 
painting. I occasionally use Liquin, but I find that it thins your paint a lot, diluting color intensity and erasing 
brushstrokes (I like brushstrokes). Gamblin’s Galkyd is better on this front, though a little bit harder to find. I do 
enjoy using straight “stand” (thickened) linseed oil or pure linseed oil; the former thickens the paint while 
improving flow and adding gloss. My true favorite medium (aka “The Medium,” aka “Honey”) is a mixture of 
~70% Stand Oil and 30% Linseed Oil, sometimes with a little Turp/Odorless  

Additional Essentials  

• Odorless mineral spirits (for cleanup)  
• Sunscreen & bug spray  
• Sun-shading hat with wide font & back brim 
• Painting clothes 
• Water bottle 
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